Stay at Home, Stay Healthy

Stay at Home, Stay Healthy is a public health campaign launched by Governor Jay Inslee on March 23, 2020, to encourage Washington residents to stay home to help slow the spread of COVID-19. The campaign is called Safe Start Washington.

The campaign encourages people to stay home, except for essential activities such as work, exercise, and medical appointments. It also encourages people to practice social distancing and use face masks in public.

The campaign is supported by the Washington State Department of Health and the state's emergency management office.

Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA)

PHMSA is a federal agency responsible for ensuring the safe transportation of hazardous materials. It is part of the U.S. Department of Transportation.

The agency has a number of programs and initiatives, including:

- The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Advisory Board (PHMSAB)
- The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) Act
- The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) Safety and Security Office
- The Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA) Training and Education Office

Tigrinya (ትግርኛ) – ደ ከፋል
Federal Railroad Association (FRA)
- FRA is a US federal agency responsible for regulating rail safety and ensuring compliance with various standards and rules. It works to protect the public and railway workers by setting and enforcing safety regulations.
- UTC is a time zone identifier, used to ensure accurate communication and scheduling, especially in international and long-distance operations.

Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMSCA)
- FMSCA is a federal agency responsible for ensuring the safety of the highway transportation system. It is responsible for issuing federal standards and regulations for motor carriers, including requirements for drivers, equipment, and operations.

Department of Labor & Industries
- Department of Licensing (DOL) oversees the licensing of various occupations and industries, ensuring that professionals meet the necessary standards and requirements to work in their respective fields.

NARUC
- NARUC (National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissions) represents the interests of utility commissions in the United States, ensuring that public interest is protected through effective and efficient regulation of utility services.
�ለ እስከታሸ እንወን ይህ ይን ይና? 1-800-833-6384 ያሆኔ ወይ የክርብት የተለታየ (TTY) ያስፈጻሚ ወይ የስንስት የሆ ያቀረበበ እንወን ይን ከ711 ያለል ከወን (Washington Relay Services)።

UTC እስከታሸ እንወን ይህ ይና: እንወን ይን 1-888-333-9882 ያለል ከሰ 8 ሊቀፋ 5 ያስ ከስ ያስ ያከ ያሆ, ከስንስት ዲን ቤትን ይሆን ከወን።